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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS SCROLL
Scroll Magazine is an online and print magazine. 
The magazine aims to repetitive a variety of small local 
artists in the Hull area. Scroll is a platform that intends on 
helping smaller artists gain exposure and promote their 
own artwork. From writers, to photographers, to artists, the 
magazine is a collection of works from a large group of 
influences and backgrounds.

WHO?
Procured by a small group of 16-29 year olds with a 
passion for art, the magazine was founded on an ideal to 
incentivise creativity in Hull as well as showcasing what it 
has to offer. The city has a bubbling, artistic and cultural 
scene, and The Scroll is potential that lies beneath. With 
every issue included will be a feature artist who will have 
their work showcased on the cover of the magazine, as 
well as a short interview. We hope this will give artists 
further exposure.

WHY?
Scroll Magazine hopes to act as a platform for smaller 
artists to get their work published and to potentially form 
collaborations. As well as showcasing local artists, we also 
aim to support small, local businesses in Hull, by offering 
various advertising spaces in the print publication.

HOW OFTEN?
The Scroll Magazine will be published every two months 
for the moment, with possibilities in the future to become 
a monthly curated magazine of art. 

To apply for future issues, email us your work at:

scrollhull@gmail.com
www.thescrollmag.co.uk

WHAT IS YOUTH ARTS TAKEOVER
As one of the Youth Arts Takeover series of arts events 
in Hull, the Scroll is co-designed with a group of young 
creatives between the ages of 16-29, who influence the 
contents featured and overall look of the magazine. The 
Youth Arts Takeover is part of Goodwin’s Development 
Trust family of projects and is funded by the Arts Council 
England. The project encourages young people to take 
initiative and contribute while gaining full control of their 
learning experience.

If you’re wanting to get involved in Youth Arts Takeover 
please contact Andrew Harper

AHarper@goodwintrust.org
www.arttakeover.co.uk

@YouthArtsTakeover
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BY MELISSA SHODE

BY MELISSA SHODE

I’m quiet these days
My heads in space
And all of a sudden there isn’t a backspace
A number key or emoji
I can’t gif my way out of the gaff
I used to have the gift of the gab
But two months in my own head
Ditzy daydreamer
Distracted devil
Special message from Christ the Redeemer
Wake up you non-believer
Stammering slave
Proclaim my name
Do not deny
I am the Heaven and the Earth
I have nurtured you since birth
Judas, stand on your feet and repeat after me -
Your mighty Messiah.
I am the Lord your God
Two months in my own head
Mum hands me Battlefield of the Mind
A gift for her confused child
The worried wanderer whacking her heavy head
Relentlessly against the kitchen cupboard 
Wondering what went wrong
Wake up you non-believer 
The devil is on my tongue 
And he confesses to kissing the same sex
Repent repent 
Two months in my own head
I want to go to church I say 
I want to pray this shame away
Call the pastor I’m possessed 
Satan’s agents inside my head
Struggling to accept myself
A word, a pause, I reassess.
Two long months inside my head
What if they laugh? Am I making sense?
If I hold her hand am I going to Hell?
“Like a car with the wrong engine”, my dad would say,
“It’ll run, but inefficiently”, if you don’t obey
So I’d like to go to church, and make it all go away
I want to be fully functional
I want to be brand new
I want to be baptised
Repair the ill in my design 
I’m trading my sorrows
I’m trading my pain
I’m laying them down for the joy of the Lord.
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INSTAGRAM

We are a grain of sand
to a multitude of stars.
We are an infinite symphony
whose chords were crafted before Bach.
We are a mangled masterpiece. 
Felons of empathy who fell
into our intricate existence.
We are diverse and yet all inherently
barbaric. 
We are native speakers of violence
yet silent when state-funded blood seeps
across borders seeking asylum.
We are not people, purely statistics
shackled to the system, the digital prison
where the real criminal is the colonial condition.
One hundred gluttonous corporations
responsible for 71% of global emissions.
We are running out of time. 
Mother Nature
has no heir. 
An Instagram filter can cover the carnage
but it cannot filter the air.
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AFRICA
BY MICHELLE DEE

(SNAPSHOT FORM INSPIRED BY CONTACT! A BOOK OF GLIMPSES BY JAN MORRIS)

The rhinos on Rhino Drive
lie in wait, for any safari truck
fool enough, to pass.
They like to crush the shiny tin cans
the tourists ride in. 

Spotted the spores and pugmarks
in the red dust track. Trotted beside
picturing the dawn huntress
ghosting through the bush.
In the tree above, feline eyes
regard me with curiosity. 

Children shriek, in a dust bowl garden
a mix of fun and fear. Running barefoot
under boomslang trees a discarded shard
of glass stops play. 
The baked earth turns scarlet
in the heat, of the moment.

On a dirt track coursing through long grass,
pale fingers curl around dark shoulders
pitching up and down: thighs on fire from
the rise and fall. Sweet agony as 
pedals, brush calves in piston rhythm.

@MSMICHDEE
HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/MSMICHDEE

culturemarathon.co.uk
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BY REBECCA LEGOWSKI

A CAPTIVE 
AUDIENCE 
OF ONE

Sitting in this room with you,
As you play your harp,
I can’t help but be hypnotised
By the notes, some flat, some sharp.
You seem to know the tunes by heart!
D’you play from memory?
Well, I was hooked right from the start.
Your music’s captured me.
I love the way your body sways
To the rhythm of your songs.
And how your fingers work the strings
Tuned up, some short, some long.
How must you be feeling
Playing love upon your harp?
And how does it feel to choose
Which notes are flat and sharp?
You show your feelings not in words,
But in the way you play.
Your soul is never seen, but heard.
Through music it’s conveyed.
How is it that in human form
You are not manifested,
Yet in your music’s love and warmth
I am securely nested?
And now I thank you for your show,
As your last song is done.
And I would just like you to know,
I’m your captive audience of one.
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ARCHITECTURAL 
HISTORY OF HULL

Planners of the 
“magnificent new artery” 
through Hull treated the 
clearance of slums that 
lay in its path as a public 
service. Sir Reginald 
Blomfield, an assessor for 
the designs of Ferensway, 
described the area as an 
“eyesore and menace 
to health”. Even more 
illuminating is his comment 
that the area was “a 
disgrace to a progressive 
city”.

The atmosphere was 
one of modernisation 
and progress. As one 
publication put it, the new 
street had to be “worthy of 
the position it occupied in 
the city’s commercial life”.
The new street and its 
flanking buildings were 
planned as working 
examples of the latest 
scientific developments. 
The office accommodation 
would use the “latest 
system” of heating. The 
flats would incorporate a 
“labour saving kitchen”.

The designers of Ferensway 
even gave thought to the 
ambience created by its 
street lighting. “Softly 
devised lighting” designed 

to “provide cheerfulness” 
would light the streets, 
pontificated Sir Reginald.

Ferensway is named after 
one of Hull’s greatest 
benefactors, Thomas 
Robinson Ferens. A self-
made man, Ferens was 
just 13 years old when 
he began work on the 
railways. In 1868 he arrived 
in Hull, working as a clerk 
to James Reckitt. Ferens 
was chairman of Reckitt 
and Sons Ltd when he died 
in 1930. During his life he 
gifted more than £1 million 
to the city. His funding 
enabled the formation of 
the University of Hull.
All buildings flanking 
Ferensway were to adopt 
the same architectural 
style, that of the early 18th 
Century (Neo-Georgian). 
This dictate further 
illustrates the desire 
for planners to distance 
themselves from what 
Sir Reginald called the 
“irritating and unsightly 
jumble” of older buildings. 
Ferensway’s buildings were 
to be units in one design, 
working in harmony with 
one another.

Unfortunately, the desire 
of Hull’s city planners were 
never realised. Ferensway 
remains an impressive 
thoroughfare, but has failed 
to have the national impact 
civic leaders dreamed 
of. Quite simply, it never 
became the north’s premier 
street.

Construction was halted 
by the Scecond World War 
and some buildings, such as 
the Grand Hotel, remained 
on paper. Its description 
in Pesvner’s Buildings of 
England, 1995 edition, 
is especially poignant, 
“planned to be a great Neo-
Georgian boulevard. It still 
has some empty spaces and 
‘temporary’ shops”.

The success of the project, 
originally envisaged as 
a landmark in municipal 
architecture, was also 
endangered by the 
reputation of one of its 
visionaries. 
Councillor Digby 
Willoughby committed 
suicide in 1932, before 
he could face charges of 
extortion and questions 
over certain land deals.

Amid much pomp 
and glory, Hull’s 
main arterial route, 
Ferensway, was 
opened in 1931. 
Planners believed 
it would become 
“the north’s premier 
street” and put Hull 
on the map. 

Building Ferensway 
necessitated clearing 
one of the city’s 
squalid slums. 
Prostitution, disease 
and poverty were 
replaced by new 
cityscape ideals 
of commerce, 
efficient transport 
and municipal 
respectability. The 
transformation 
was not without 

scandal, however, 
and provides an 
intriguing example of 
town planning at its 
most idealistic.
In 1918, Prime 
Minister Lloyd 
George’s pre-election 
pledge promised to 
transform Britain 
into a land “fit for 
heroes to live in”. 
Cities such as Hull 
devoted themselves 
to modernisation. 
One major task of 
the interwar years 
was slum clearance.

Gillet and McMahon’s 
fascinating “A History 
of Hull”, includes 
details of the “last 
traces of medieval 
social customs”. 

Apparently one 
1920s inhabitant of 
Hull’s slums earned 
his living fighting 
dogs… with his teeth! 
Meat pie races in the 
city’s pubs were also 
common.

Slums developed in British 
cities for economic reasons 
and Hull was no exception. 
Working-class families lived 
in the city centre, close 
to their place of work. 
These workers, unlike the 
suburban dwelling middle-
class, could not afford to use 
public transport.

A 1925 medical report 
on Hull, states that 2,578 
houses were needed to 
rehouse persons living 
in unhealthy areas. The 
report also mentions “much 
overcrowding” in the 
“narrow courts in congested 
districts”, with demolition as 
the only solution.

BY JACK BENNETT
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“NIBBLE”
THE THOUGHTS 
AND RAMBLES 

OF A LOCKDOWN 

What you are experiencing is nothing unusual; 
everyone, at some point, has felt what you are feeling. 
When you read or hear some variation of these words, 
the desired outcome is that you will feel better because 
you are not alone. However, this may not achieve the 
desired effect, it may just make you want to scream or 
they may make you want to retreat even further into 
yourself. 
 
You may want to scream: “This is not what everyone 
else is experiencing!” This is a direct attack on you: on 
who you thought you were as a person; on your hopes, 
dreams and aspirations; on everything that you thought 
you could achieve. This assault on your psyche is 
directly to blame for every bad thing you are feeling and 
you are within your rights to feel personally victimised. 
 
Still, it is worthy of being said, many do experience 
some form of this demon trespassing into their lives. 
You are not alone but what you feel is unique too. 
Other people experiencing this demon does not 
minimise your experience, it does not question the 
validity of your pain. 
 
To others this demon may appear as small as a mouse 
but to you it is as large as a skyscraper. It appears to 
be a different being but, in fact, it just looks different 
because we are different. 
 
Some experience this emotion as a nibble of doubt 
- “did I turn the light off when I came downstairs?” - 
whereas, to some, it is a cascade of debris that blocks 
off their intended route. For some it appears in the 
darkness once in a while and for others it is a constant 
companion even when the outlook is sunny; However 
it manifests, your feelings are valid, your emotions are 
valid, you are valid.

BY EMILY HARKIN
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY JASON SHIPLEY
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY JASON SHIPLEY
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY LILY FRANCIS
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY LILY FRANCIS
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FEATURED 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
MICK LICKISS
1. What camera settings 
do you utilize the most in 
your photography?

I come from a film background, so 
everything starts off manual. Most of 
the time I also use very old manual 
lenses, so everything is slow and 
considered. Firstly, I’ll set the iso; 
in film of course, that is fixed by the 
film its self, the speed can be pulled 
or pushed if home developing but 
can’t be changed mid roll, which is 
one of the great advantages of digital 
photography. I then choose the desired 
aperture and adjust the shutter speed 
to suit. I use a mirrorless camera so the 
image I see on the screen or through 
the viewfinder is how the uploaded 
image will appear. The shutter speed 
and aperture settings can be reversed 
of course depending on the desired 
effect or subject matter. Having said 
that sometimes changes have to be 
made shot by shot, my basic camera 
settings, ISO, shutter speed and 
aperture  can all be changed manually 
on the camera without having to go into 
menus, I don’t have any presets set up, 
this all stems from my background in 
film. I use the most basic setting I can.

2. How do you use lighting 
to your advantage?

Light is very important in my images, 
and I always plan to use whatever 
light is available. I really love strong 
contrast. I always try to use natural/
available light wherever possible. If 
I can control the artificial lighting, I 
always go for one light source, an off 
camera flash or a studio light. Indoor 
venues prove to be the most difficult to 
find one good light source, it is rarely in 
the right place, so it’s about finding the 
best place to stand and moving about 
if necessary. Some adjustments can 
be made when editing but it’s always 
best to get it as good as possible when 
shooting the photograph.

3. What is your favourite 
subject in your photos?

I don’t really have a favourite subject, 
I feel comfortable making landscape 
and documentary images, in both I try 
to capture the mood and atmosphere 
of the moment. Robert Mapplethorpe 
said; “…My whole point is to transcend 
the subject. …Go beyond the subject 
somehow, so that the composition, the 
lighting, all around, reaches a certain 
point of perfection. That’s what I’m 
doing. Whether it’s a cock or a flower, 
I’m looking at it in the same way. …in 
my own way, with my own eyes.” I think 
the above statement summarises what 
I am trying to achieve, I am looking at 
the subject with my eyes, in my way, 

it’s a personal reaction to the given or 
chosen situation. At the point of taking 
the photograph I have an idea of how 
I want the finished image to look. If I 
get it right on the day, with minimum 
editing I can achieve the desired 
effect. It maybe not be the perfection 
Mapplethope was searching for but 
it’s mine, it is my interpretation and 
response to what was there.

4. How do you 
achieve balance in your 
compositions?

I studied fine art at degree level in the 
80’s so the theories of image making 
I learned when making paintings are 
directly applied to my photographic 
images. Negative space and light are 
important, that and the relationships 
between the objects therein. Light, 
tone, contrast, texture, pattern all 
of the formal elements of painting 
combined in a pleasing composition.
I rarely pose any of my shots. I like to 
capture everyday moments naturally 
and spontaneously wherever possible. 
I try to balance the focal point of the 
image using devices such as the 
angles of the physical objects in the 
room, doors, furniture, windows etc. 
The shape of cast shadows or whatever 
else catches my eye, reflections and 
patterns. Every object in the image 
interacts within the negative space of 
the frame. It is all about being able to 
read what is in the frame and by using 
abstract analysis to understand what 
is needed to make it all work.

It is often about what to leave out at 
the time of pressing the shutter. It’s 
a lot easier to move something in the 
frame before shooting than it is to edit 
it out later.  

5. How do you capture the 
right moment?

To capture the right moment you have 
to be there, in the right place. It won’t 
come to you. It’s about knowing the 
place, or the subject, or the person, in 
other words doing some groundwork 
or research beforehand. It’s about 
finding a unique angle, using strong 
composition and using depth of field 
to select the focal point of the image. 
I put my photographs into three 
categories; people, places and things. 
Each have their own challenges but 
each have things in common which 
help in describing the moment.

It’s about exploring all options, and 
finding the best vantage point. In 
landscape or places, it can be about 
choosing the best season, the best time 
of day for the light, if you are wanting to 
shoot a seascape fro example, check 
the tide times, simple stuff but really 
important. For shooting  people, try 
and meet before the shoot if possible. 
Check out the venue, eg. if it’s a gig, 
whats the lighting like where can you 
stand? Getting the right moment has 
a lot to do with also being in the right 
place. Things, eg. still life/products 
are probably the easiest as I have full 
control of the lighting and composition, 
it’s just a case of choosing the right 
detail to focus on and lighting it in the 
most creative way

Some say by shooting enough you will 
get that perfect shot and sometimes 
that may work. I’ve been in pits and 
seen people using this technique, 
burst shooting hundreds of shots of a 
guitarist or lead singer, it doesn’t work 
for me, looking through vast amounts 
of shots takes hours when editing.

6. What is your 
process when editing 
photography?

I always shoot RAW files and use 
Lightroom to edit, the RAW files always 
import in colour so the first step is 
to convert to black and white. At 
this stage I will apply the lens profile 
corrections for the lens I have used as 
a batch edit. Then it’s a case of going 
through all of the images one by one 
looking for potential images to edit for 
print or display. I prefer to use small 
sized memory cards as editing a lot of 
images this way can be overwhelming. 
Its then about using the tools to gain 
the desired effect, or the look I want. 
If i’m editing a lot of images from 
the same shoot, where the lighting 
conditions were the same, batch 
editing can be used to sync settings 
from the first edit to other selected 
images. The second stage will be 
cropping and any spot removal. I try to 
edit as little as possible and rarely use 
Photoshop, Lightroom works well for 
me most of the time. Once i’m happy 
with the edit I will print to a file, so I can 
see the image on the screen full size, 
this often shows up any mistakes i’ve 
made in the edit.

7. How did you get into 
photography?

When I was about 13 I got a 35mm film 
camera for Christmas and it started 
from there. We had a darkroom at 
school so I learned developing and 
printing skills, and it grew from there, 
always using film. When digital cameras 
were introduced I was sceptical, I think 
the first pro digital cameras were about 
5 mega pixels. I didn’t own a computer 
and had no interest in owning one, and 
as the availability of film processing 
reduced so did my use of the camera. 
How things change. In 2016 I picked up 
a Fuji Xpro1, it looked and felt like a film 
camera and had an optical viewfinder. 
The auto focus was ridiculously slow, 
but I really liked the feel of it and the 
jpeg quality was amazing (it was a long 
time before I started shooting RAW). 
With an adapter I discovered could use 

all of my old film lenses manually and 
started shooting manually again. That 
first interchangeable lens camera got 
me back into making photographs. 
I started taking it to gigs and band 
rehearsals, and started making 
documentary images, and I did a little 
street photography.

8. What equipment 
do you use?

My stock answer to this question is 
a camera. Since i’ve been making 
photographs I’ve been asked this a lot, 
when I made paintings nobody asked 
me what brushes I used or what brand 
of paint I used, and what’s the real 
difference? Cameras, and brushes 
- they are just tools. There is a lot of 
snobbery about cameras, mirrorless v 
SLR, full frame v crop sensor, Canon v 
Nikon etc.

Most photographers will use the best 
camera they can afford for the style/
type of photography they specialise in. 
With my rangefinder style Fuji camera 
for example, it would be very difficult 
to shoot wildlife or motor sport, but 
it works for my working practice. 
Ultimately it is all about the image. 

A lot of people place too much 
emphasis on how good the camera 
is, or what brand it is, when if fact it’s 
the person holding the camera who 
creates the image, I’ve seen amazing 
images made using mobile phones.

As Ansel Adams said: 

“The single most important 
component of a camera is the 
twelve inches behind it.”

But in answer your question I use a Fuji 
Xpro2 and a selection of Pentax and 
Canon lenses made in the 50’s 60’s 
and 70’s. I do own a couple of digital 
lenses but they are rarely used.

AKA @TROUPEMICK
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FEATURED 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
MICK LICKISS
9. Tell us about your music 
too? 10. How was your 
band born?

This could be a long story so I’ll try 
to keep it brief, and anyway, what 
happens back stage stays backstage.

I suppose it’s because of getting back 
into music; sparked by the 30 year 
reunion of The Cotton Gussets in 2010 
- a punk band I was is in the 1980’s, I 
got back into photography.

I’m not quite sure how it all happened, 
it was a combination of events. The 
reforming of the Gussets was probably 
the catalyst; that and the Queens pub.

I’d known Darren Rogers, 
(photographer of the Paddingtons and 
featured Scroll Mag artist) through 
work for a few years. Through Darren 
I met Lloyd Dobbs (bass player with 
The Paddingtons and founder member 
of the Hillbilly Troupe). We all used to 
drink in The Queens pub (HQ). Through 
getting drunk and telling lies I became 
a member of Lloyds new band, and the 
rest, they say, is history. 

Joining the Hillbilly Troupe introduced 
me to new people and opportunities, 
through the band I was invited to 
photograph other bands and became 
the main photographer for the Hull folk 
and Maritime festival. I also started 
photographing weddings with Darren. 
Darren and I have also collaborated in 
other projects such as the HU5 portrait 
show in 2018.
 

11. Which photograph 
would you say was the 
most challenging in terms 
of composition?

I think the challenge is the same for all. 
I am confident in my composition skills. 
When composing an image there are 
certain rules or devices which can be 
employed and applied. Even a totally 
abstract image needs to be read, so 
some sort of structure is needed to 
underpin the image; to lead the viewer 
from one element to another. For me 
composition is not the challenge, the 
most difficult element of a photograph 
is getting the light right.

12. Which artist / 
photographer has inspired 
you the most?

Pennie Smith and Fay Godwin are the 
two photographers who spring to mind 
first. Smith for her work with the Clash 
- in particular the American tour; and 
Godwin for her black and white British 
landscapes. The narrative Pennie 
Smith managed to portray in her shots 
of the Clash on tour, are for me the best 
band documentary shots i’ve seen. 
Smith’s book, The Clash Before and 
After is a must read for any potential 
band photographer. 

In my final year of art collage I was 
introduced to the book Land by Fay 
Godwin, the composition and light 
quality really appealed to me, it 
informed my paintings back then and 
it informs my photographs now.
Other inspiration comes from Bill 
Brandt and Ansel Adams, I have 

always admired their processing and 
darkroom skills. I also believe every 
image i’ve seen has had an impact 
on the work I produce, its inevitable 
something sticks from any visual 
experience, constantly looking at 
images expands the vocabulary and 
is crucial for personal development.  
Strummers law; “to get an output 
you need an input”. Whether that 
input is primary or secondary it has 
to be there. Instagram is a constant 
and instant source of inspiration at 
the moment, allowing the sharing of 
images, experience and comments at 
the touch of a screen.

13. Are there any subjects 
you would want to feature 
in your photography in the 
future?

I don’t think there are any specific 
subjects I want to feature, but over the 
years I have collected a number of old 
120 roll film cameras. I would like to 
shoot a roll of film through each one. 
I have used some but not all, the old 
120 roll film cameras produce big 
negatives, I would like to experiment 
with those. Shooting film requires 
a different approach. There is no in 
camera light metering, focusing is by 
measuring distance, and not being able 
to see the image before processing 
and developing has its own appeal. 
The process is more considered, more 
challenging. The results from each 
camera have an individual character. 
There is a maximum of 16 shots 
per roll of film so each image needs 
more thought. Compared to the way 
images are made today it’s a different 
experience altogether. 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICK LICKISS 
AKA @TROUPEMICK

AKA @TROUPEMICK
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THE 
CRITICAL 
FISH 
YOUNG 
PERSON’S 
WRITING 
AND ART 
COMPETITION

We are so pleased to announce the 
winners of our young person’s writing 
and art competition and to showcase 
some of the fabulous work produced.

We invited artists under 21 to make an 
art work in response to Mary Aherne’s 
poem ‘Heirloom’; and writers, also 
under 21, to respond to either Fred 
Elwell’s painting ‘In the Studio’ (1913) 
or John Sprakes’ ‘Single Seed Head 
across Yorkshire Wolds’. 

(The Elwell painting is part of Beverley 
Art Gallery’s permanent collection 
and the Sprakes work was in a recent 
temporary exhibition at the gallery).

We were amazed at the variety of 
work produced. Several of the artists 
connected the themes of the poem 
to events or experiences in their own 
lives and we loved the way they used 
different materials and processes to 
create meaning. The writers thought 
about the passing of time, reflected 
on the role of women, imagined 
themselves in the paintings, wrote 
about war and conflict and much more.

This made us think of paintings and 
poems as being like treasure troves, 
where each individual can discover 
their own ideas, thoughts, images and 
meanings, and how these can be the 
starting point for new creative work.
We plan to do this all again next year 
and we hope you enjoy the work as 
much as we did.

A special thanks to:
Evan Chapman (from Beverley joint 
6th form) who had the original idea for 
the competition and was also on the 
judging panel To all the schools who 
took part – particularly Beverley High 
School +Joint 6th Form, Archbishop 
Sentamu and Hull Collegiate Mary 
Aherne for being on the judging panel 
and for the use of her lovely poem 
Helena Cox from Beverley Art Gallery 
and Emma Garness from ERT – for 
judging, helping, supporting….
And to all the young artists and writers 
(and their families) thank you so much 
for taking part and sharing your work 
with us. Keep writing, painting and 
drawing and keep in touch with us at 
The Critical Fish
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THE CRITICAL FISH 
COMPETITION WINNERS 
POETRY

TIME WILL TELL
Tick tock as the world goes by,
I sit here posing as he looks in my eye,
I twinkle, sparkle in the light,
And keep on ticking in the death of night.
They called me special, one of a kind, 
With a glisten, I can make you blind!
Tick tock as the world goes by,
The memories make my mother cry,
Yes, I’m a watch, but I caused much glee,
Turning round my hands of three,
Seconds, minutes, hours, days,
Most would say it was all a haze.
Tick tock as the world goes by,
They are old and grey, I would ask them why,
As time never dies, it was all a bit crazy,
Fred stopped painting, his hands where getting lazy,
Tick tock as the world goes by,
Fred is gone, Mary is asking why,
Their tale didn’t end in happy ever after,
But behind this painting is joy and laughter.

A STUDIO OF THE MIND 

An esteemed depiction of ignorant bliss.
Creativity flows gallantly through the soul
of a woman distressed yet feeling nonchalantly whole.
A forced smile emits her struggle and pain
Escaping to artistry as a means to stay sane 

A war not fought with guns and cannons
But with thoughts, feelings and sincere regret.
Thoughts of lust and love lost, a happiness debt
Her feelings conveyed through her hands to the paint
The eye meets an eloquent widow, though the mind is far less quaint.    

Visual poetry on a canvas calm
In the studio of serenity, tranquil and carefree.
Contrasting to the continent of conflict, but a hefty fee
is the conflict brewing and playing on the mind
of a widowed woman, to a studio confined.

BY ISABEL G. 
AGE 14
WINNER 14-17 WRITING

THE CRITICAL FISH 
COMPETITION WINNERS 
POETRY

BY TOM K. 
AGE 15/16
OVERALL WRITING PRIZE WINNER
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THE CRITICAL FISH 
COMPETITION WINNERS 
ART

IN MEMORIAM THE ONLY DAYS THAT MATTER
(ARE THE ONES SPENT WITH YOU)

THE CRITICAL FISH 
COMPETITION WINNERS 
ART

BY ISOBEL Y. 
AGE 17/18
WINNER 14-17 ART

BY LIVIE DALEE.
AGE 19
OVERALL ART PRIZE WINNER
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ART BY LUKE - @FUNKY_SOUP
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DIGITAL ART BY DAMIAN WHITTLEDIGITAL ART BY DAMIAN WHITTLE
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Hello, my name is Luke Garner 
and I love to write stories and 
draw characters to go with 
them. Ever since I was a little 
kid, I’ve always loved cartoons, 
animated films, books, and 
comics, dreaming of making 
my own. Here are 3 of my best 
characters (from left to right), 
Wonder Toddler the super 
infant and her 2 arch enemies, 
mad scientist and evil inventor 
Professor Nimcom and the 
infamous mobster king and 
crime boss Don Ratatouilli
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GLASS ART BY HELLE McCOLLIN FACEBOOK: @HELLEMCCOLLINGLASS
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GLASS ART BY HELLE McCOLLIN FACEBOOK: @HELLEMCCOLLINGLASS
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GLASS ART BY HELLE McCOLLIN FACEBOOK: @HELLEMCCOLLINGLASS
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BY ANDREW HARPER

BY ANDREW HARPER



My name is Conor Pearce, I am 26 years old, my interests include Art, Literature, History and Theatre along with creative 
writing. When it comes to artwork I like to paint surreal pictures based on the things I see on a daily basis and I like to put 
together artwork based on what I saw in the cartoons I grew up with along with what I see in old comics and movies. I also 
sometimes just paint things because I think they would make for impressive artwork. 

BY CONOR PEARCE
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BY KACIE PARKER BY KACIE PARKER
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WHAT IS SCROLL
Scroll Magazine is an online and print magazine made by 
artists for artists. The magazine aims to highlight a variety 
of small local artists in the Hull area. Scroll is a platform 
that intends on helping smaller artists gain exposure and 
promote their own artwork. From writers, to photographers, 
to artists, the magazine is a collection of works from a 

large group of influences and backgrounds.

To apply for future issues, email us your work at:

scrollhull@gmail.com
www.thescrollmag.co.uk

Want to download the digital copy of The Scroll Magazine? 
Checkout our social media and website.

THANK YOU FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
AND TO THE PEOPLE WHO ARE INVOLVED
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